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Technology Megatrends Driving Automotive

1. Vehicle Electrification

2. Autonomous Driving

3. Connected Vehicles

Software everywhere
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Software is reshaping the automotive industry

Marc Andreessen

Founder of Netscape, 

Renowned Venture capitalist

In the future every

company will become a 

software company
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Software is reshaping the automotive industry

Source: Continental’s 2019 Annual Shareholders’ Meeting
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Software is reshaping the automotive industry

Augmenting control with 

machine learning (BMW)

One Pedal Driving (GM) Autonomous driving (Voyage)
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Models                   Understanding==
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Simulation Physical Prototyping
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Impact of disruptive trends on us: what we see in the field

▪ Full vehicle simulation

– System design and study

– ADAS/AD virtual drive

Utilize simulation

with limited resources
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Full vehicle simulation

▪ Click to edit Master text styles
– Second level

• Third level
▪ Fourth level
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Simulation Integration: Analyses
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FCV Hydrogen tank with electric 

components development

• Trade-off study for Hydrogen 

amount with various driving 

scenario

• Evaluate the required hydrogen 

amount while transient changes 

in pressure and temperature of 

the hydrogen tank

• Evaluate the effect of energy 

management, especially efficient 

use of hydrogen

Atsumitech evaluated FCV system with MathWorks tools

Source : MathWorks Automotive Conference Japan 2018 
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Common plant model

To verify the control algorithm, it is important to evaluate software accurately and quickly 

→ Lightweight and high-precision model

• Devices, Transmission and low fidelity vehicle model built with Simulink

• Powertrain Blockset is used for Engine model

Plant model is commonly used for RCP, MIL and HIL

• Common Plant model in system 

requirement study, component 

and software integration test, 

and  software quality verification

• Test cases are also 

commonalized through the 

process

• Fast simulation speed with high 

accuracy is the key

• Integrated with existing plant

model with Powertrain

Blockset

Nissan deployed common plant models in the process
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Simulink is Simulation Platform

152 Interfaces to 3rd Party 

Modeling and Simulation Tools 
(as of March 2019)
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Impact of disruptive trends on us: what we see in the field

▪ Full vehicle simulation

– System design and study

– ADAS/AD virtual drive

▪ Scaling up embedded software development

– Agile development

– System Architecture

Utilize simulation

with limited resources

New approach to 

the new challenge
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Agile Values

Individuals & Interactions over Process and Tools

Working Software over Comprehensive Documentation

Customer Collaboration over Contract Negotiation

Responding to Change over Following a Plan

- The Agile Alliance, 2001

“While there is value in the items on the right, 
we value the items on the left more.”
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Volvo cars conducts agile development with Model-Based Design

1-4 

Weeks
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Volvo cars conducts agile development with Model-Based Design

1-4 

Weeks
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System 

REQUIREMENTS

Component 

DESIGN
Component 

VERIFICATION

System 

ARCHITECTURE

System 

SIMULATION

Component 

IMPLEMENTATION

System TEST

Linking top-down and bottom-up workflows

High

Low

Fidelity
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Requirements Components

System Composer

Systems engineering
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Requirements Components

System Composer

Systems engineering
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Impact of disruptive trends on us: what we see in the field

▪ Full vehicle simulation

– System design and study

– ADAS/AD virtual drive

▪ Scaling up embedded software development

– Agile development

– System Architecture

▪ Leveraging streaming and stored data

– Data utilization in Model-Based Design workflow

– Digital service for new businesses

Utilize simulation

with limited resources

New approach to 

the new challenge

Accelerate development

and develop new business
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Why Data, Why Now?

▪ Exponential rise in data intake

▪ Commoditization of computing

– Cost of storage drives towards zero

– Cloud enables massive parallel computing

– GPU offers computing power at density

▪ Machine learning and deep learning are maturing

– MATLAB makes them accessible to engineers 

Connected vehicles will each generate data every 

100 milliseconds while being driven, resulting in 

more than 10 Petabytes by 2020; Pilot (<3000 

vehicles) >18Terabytes per month being collected
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Volkswagen Data Lab 

develops driver recognition 

algorithms with MATLAB

Develop technology building block for tailoring 

car features and services to individual

▪ Need to identify individual drivers based on 

their driving behavior using collected data

Challenges

▪ Accuracy despite low training data

▪ Robustness despite environmental conditions

▪ Computing time

Data sources

▪ Logged CAN bus data and travel record 

Source: „MATLAB EXPO Germany, June 27, 2017, Munich Germany
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Suzuki motors developed drivability assessment framework 

with Machine Learning

▪

▪ Extract features from longitudinal acceleration timeseries of driving behavior and build 

predictive model for drivability score calculation using Machine Learning

▪ Optimize vehicle drivability performance by optimizing calibration parameters with Model-

Based Calibration approach
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Machine learning adoption in new fields
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Data utilization in Model-Based Design workflow

Field Data Algorithms

Usage

Better

Synthetic

Data

Simulated 

Usage
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One example of leveraging simulation for data synthesis

Traditional deep learning workflow

Record Label

AI model
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One example of leveraging simulation for data synthesis

Simulation-based workflow

Simulate Auto-label

Traditional deep learning workflow

Record Label

AI model
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Large Scale Automotive Data Analytics: GM
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Impact of disruptive trends on us: what MathWorks is working

▪ Full vehicle simulation

– System design and study

– ADAS/AD virtual drive

▪ Scaling up embedded software development

– Agile development

– System Architecture

▪ Leveraging streaming and stored data

– Data utilization in Model-Based Design workflow

– Digital service for new businesses

Simulink is simulation

integration platform

Utilize plant models

New capabilities, tools

AI

MATLAB&Simulink integration

MATLAB scalability
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Enjoy the conference


